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rubiTrack 1.0 - GPS Enabled Activity Tracking For The Mac
Published on 09/30/08
toolsfactory software has announced the release of rubiTrack 1.0, a GPS enabled activity
tracking software for the Mac. Utilizing latest Mac UI technologies, rubiTrack lets you
display, analyze and organize your outdoor activities. rubiTrack is for runners, bikers,
walkers, hikers, skiers and everyone else who logs GPS data. rubiTrack reads tracks from
GPS enabled fitness devices like the Garmin Forerunner, Garmin Edge and compatible
devices.
Carson City, NV - toolsfactory software announces the release of rubiTrack, a GPS enabled
activity tracking software for the Mac. Utilizing latest Mac UI technologies, rubiTrack
lets you display, analyze and organize your runs, bike rides, walks, hikes, skiing tours
and all other outdoor activities.
rubiTrack reads tracks from GPS enabled fitness devices like the Garmin Forerunner, Garmin
Edge and compatible devices. rubiTrack also imports activities stored as GPX and TCX
files. Activities are easily accessible through dynamic activity groups which
automatically categorize by activity type, location, route, date, distance and workout
duration.
rubiTrack comes with visual chart and track features that let you analyze workouts quickly
yet thoroughly. You can select areas in the track and view instant statistics. You can set
custom markers, measure from any point on the track or split you select using the mouse.
Main Features:
* Activity collection with instant track preview
* Activity calendar and list
* Direct sync with GPS Devices and GPX file import
* Interactive maps and charts with instant statistics
* Intelligent adaptive filtering
* Activity comparison
* Uses GPS data as well as heart rate, cadence and power fitness data
* GPX export for track sharing and uploading
* Athlete history
* Workout summary for weekly, monthly and yearly statistics
Language support:
rubiTrack is fully localized in English, French and German
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.5 Leopard or higher
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
rubiTrack:
http://www.rubitrack.com
toolsfactory software:
http://www.toolsfactory.at
Direct Download Link:
http://www.rubitrack.com/files/rubiTrack-1.0.0.dmg
Direct Purchase Link:
https://store.kagi.com/cgi-bin/store.cgi?storeID=6FGKP_LIVE&lang=en
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Screenshot Collection:
http://www.rubitrack.com/#screenshots
Screenshot:
http://www.rubitrack.com/images/screenshots/fullsize/sc-collection-views.jpg

Located in Carson City, NV and St. Marein, Austria, toolsfactory software was founded in
1998 by Markus Spoettl. rubiTrack is developed by toolsfactory software europe, an
independent software design studio in Austria. At toolsfactory we have a passion for
beautiful software. toolsfactory software europe is based in Austria, Europe. toolsfactory
software inc. based in Carson City, NV, USA, specializes in source code documentation
software. All material and software (C) 2008 Markus Spoettl and toolsfactory software, all
rights reserved.
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